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Internet Speed Test
Past Project #1





Project Summary
The problem: Our speed test page was declining in rankings. We were interested in discovering how the user experience on
this page might be negatively impacting our ability to rank for speed-related terms. We wanted qualitative answers as to what
might be hindering users from utilizing our tool. 

My contribution: Ideation, drafting the user testing script, presenting this testing idea to stakeholders, executing the tests on
UserTesting.com, analyzing results.

Who I worked with: SEO Lead to build case for tests, Managing Editor to finalize the script, Brand Manager to make sure
tests targetted our main goals, team of stakeholders to review tests, entire brand team to execute on findings.

Outcome: We ended up with 12 user tests and a long list of recommendations from these. The suggestions are currently in
the process of being implemented.

Scale: The speed test sees anywhere from 100k-500k pageviews a month depending on ranking.

https://www.highspeedinternet.com/tools/speed-test


Results

Main takeaways from our testing: Users wanted to have their speed contextualized.

Full rewrite
Rethinking the hierarchy and
general tone of the content

Design/display improvements
Upload speed
Progress bar

Improving the post-test experience

How we decided to do that:
 

What is a good internet speed?
What can you do with this speed?
How does this speed compare?
What does this mean for the user?

We needed to answer these
questions:

 



Designing Hero Cards
Past Project #2



Project Summary
The problem: HSI needed an above-the-fold CTA section solution that would level up our "compare" content. Enter the "hero card".
To help HSI's compare pages achieve better UX standards, we needed to build a hero card component option. This component proved
to be a key piece on successful, high-performance compare pages on other Clearlink sites. High-performing compare pages on HSI
garner thousands of sessions/week - creating a missed opportunity for conversion and quick comparisons for users. 

My contribution: Writing project brief for DEV ticket submission, making the case for this UX improvement, identifying important site-
specific features, communicating needs to design and DEV.

Who I worked with: Project Manager to flesh out project needs, Designer to finalize mock-ups for ENG, engineer who built the
component.

Outcome: We've seen immediate improvement in conversion rate on monetizable clicks on our high-performing compare pages since
implementing the new hero cards.

Scale: Our top performing "compare" page sees 30k sessions/month with a 25% average conversion rate on money-making clicks.



Before



Mock-ups



Live example
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